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Con Poulos Take the secret from perfectly prepared baked goods with the following simple tips and recipes. Want to practice your new baking skills? Try our homemade cupcake recipes, cookies and other outrageously irresistible baked goods. 1 in 13 Baking 101 Baking is one of the most scientific cooking methods. Once you know the
proper ratio of fats to flour and flavorings and keep a close eye on all the steps of the direction, you can produce an enticing array of homemade bread, cookies, cakes and pastries without batting your eyelashes. Take the secret from perfectly prepared baked goods with the following simple tips and recipes like Chocolate-Chip-Pecan
Cookie Bars (pictured). 2 of 13 Getting ready to bake an oven thermometer to the baker's best friend. When you warm up, double-check the oven temperature with a separate oven thermometer and adjust the temperature accordingly. Special tips for ... Cookies: Before you start, make sure all your ingredients are room temperature. Pie
Dough: Make sure all your ingredients and your work area are as cold as possible. Use the ice water in the recipe to make sure the fats don't melt into the dough, causing a puff crust. Pictured: Cherry-Berry Pie 3 of 13 There are a replacement strategy for light brown sugar: If you don't have light brown sugar, replace 1 cup of granulated
sugar plus 1 tablespoon of molasses. Buttermilk: To replace 1 cup buttermilk, place 1 tablespoon of vinegar or lemon juice in a cup and stir in enough milk to equal 1 cup. Allow to stand for 5 minutes to thicken. Baking powder: Replace 1/4 teaspoon baking soda and 1/2 teaspoon of tartare cream. Unsweetened chocolate: To replace 1
ounce of melted chocolate, combine 3 tablespoons of cocoa powder and 1 tablespoon of tasteless butter, cut, or butter. Vanilla extract: Use the same amount of cognac or liqueur with the appropriate taste. And remember: Spreads cannot replace butter, margarine, or cut one-on-one. Spreads contain less fat and more water, changing the
way they interact with other ingredients. Photo Recipe: Bev's Chocolate Chip Cookies 4 out of 13 All the right measures always measure your ingredients before you actually start mixing anything. This way you will know if you are missing the ingredient as well as you will cook cleaner and more efficiently. Dry ingredients: To properly
measure the flour or sugar, stir in the container to loosen it, spoon into a dry measuring cup before overflowing, then level, scraping a straight edge of the cream knife over the rim. Wet ingredients: When measuring the wet ingredients, pour into a measuring cup or spoon over the shell or over a separate bowl. This will prevent you from
accidentally adding too because of the spill. To easily remove sticky liquid ingredients (such as honey or molasses) from measuring cups, first grease the cooking spray or a little oil. Photo Recipe: Cardamom Streisel Coffee Coffee 5 of the 13 Perfect Pan Preparations correctly choosing and cooking baking pans will ensure your picture of
the perfect cakes, cakes, and pies won't stick when they're done baking. Special tips for ... Cake: Light aluminum or glass pans are best worked out for baking cakes - dark-colored pans can cause cakes to brown excessively. Also, always grease the pan well. If you're worried about cakes sticking, you can line up the pan with aluminum
foil before adding the dough. Cakes: When cooking cake pans, first grease with oil, then for vanilla-based cakes, dust with 1/4 cup flour. For chocolate cakes, dust with 1/4 cup cocoa powder. Shake the flour or cocoa powder around the pan to evenly cover the bottom and sides, then tap the excess. When using parchment paper, first
grease the pan and then smooth out the properly cut piece of parchment paper over the butter. Next, dust with flour or cocoa powder and press to remove the excess. Cookies: For evenly cooked and cookie shapes, always start at room temperature baking sheets and grease sparingly if the recipe requires it. Pictured: Ginger Crisps 6 of
13 Being Mix Master Overmixing and using too much flour are crucial mistakes that can make cakes, cookies and dough prove to be tough. Special tips for ... Cake: Stir the dough until all the dry ingredients are just moistened - for mixing can create tough cakes. Cakes: Carefully cream butter and sugar includes a lot of air in the mixture
and leads to a fluffy cake. Biscuits: Biscuits also benefit from a thorough butter-and-sugar cremation process. Incorporating air into the dough helps baking soda or powder do its job. Pie dough: Use enough water for the dough to come together - too much will give a hard dough and too little will make it crumbly. Process the dough as little
as possible. Mix until it barely forms a ball when pressed together. When using a food processor to combine ingredients, use heart rate settings so you can see exactly when the flour and fat are just moistened. Photo Recipe: Baked Spicy Brownie 7 of 13 Rolling Dough Like Pro In general, when preparing cookies or pie dough, it is best to
handle it as little as possible. Heat from your hands and from rubbing with a rolling pin causing fats to be incorporated too fully into the flour mixture. Always cool the dough thoroughly before rolling out. Special tips for ... Cookies: When rolling the dough between two sheets of waxed paper, sprinkle the work surface with a few drops of
water before laying the first sheet to prevent sliding. Pie dough: Before rolling, allow the dough to heat up a little so that it does not crack. Always roll out of the center outside for Thickness. Try to finish rolling pretty quickly so the dough doesn't heat up too much. Pictured: Roll-and-cut Sugar Cookies 8 of 13 Spotlight on pie dough just just
Once the dough comes together, form into discs, wrap tightly in plastic wrap, and cool for at least 30 minutes. Gluten will have time to rest, giving a more gentle crust. Easy-as-Pie Dough Dough Transfer Method: To easily and cleanly transfer the dough to the pie plate, place the rolling pin near the edge of the dough round far away from
you. Then roll the dough towards you back on the rolling pin, so that the dough is round loosely wrapped around the pin. Gently place the dough-wrapped pin on the pie plate on the side closest to you and unwrap the dough by moving the pin away from you. Photo Recipe: Easy Pie Crust 9 of 13 Spotlight on yeast bread and cookie bread
yeast dough: Knead the bread dough effectively, make sure to press the heels of your hands and give the dough a quarter of a turn after each jolt. Bread dough should be allowed to grow at a warmer than average room temperature - about 80 degrees Fahrenheit Cookies: To prevent excessive mixing, gradually blend the flour into moist
ingredients (milk or buttermilk, usually) using a fork. Once the dough hangs together, turn it on a lightly floured work surface and knead 10 to 12 times or less. In order for the cookies to rise to the correct height, roll the dough until it is about 1/2 inch thick. Photo Recipe: Rosemary-Potato Focaccia Rolls 10 of the 13 best baking practices to
compensate for cool stains in the oven, always rotate your baking sheets halfway through baking. If two pots or baking sheets are in the oven at the same time, switch the pans from the top rack to the bottom and vice versa and rotate each pan 180 degrees. Special tips for ... Cake: Spread the dough evenly into the pan before baking, so
that the whole batch bakes evenly. Cakes: The central rack is best for cakes. Fill the cake pans no more than 1/2 to 2/3 full to promote even baking and growth. If the cake rises too much in the middle, there is nothing shameful in carefully slicing off the serving top to create a roving surface for glaze and decoration. Cookies: To speed up
the baking process, line baking sheets with aluminum foil, parchment paper, or silicone mats. While the first batch of cookies is in the oven, you can prepare the next batch on a new sheet of foil or parchment paper. This allows you to quickly transfer the cooked cookies to a wire rack and the next unbaked batches on a baking sheet. To
cool the cookie sheet between batches, run the sheet under cool water and dry thoroughly. Pictured is Recipe: Free-Form Pineapple, Mango, and Berry Tarts 11 of 13 They've done yet? Always check the bakery for the availability at the minimum time specified in the recipe. When you judge the dessert is done, let it cool for a few minutes
outside the oven or frying pan he was cooked. Then transfer to a wire rack to cool completely. Special tips for ... Cakes: Test the decoration with a toothpick by piercing the cakes in the center of the pan - toothpick toothpick be slightly wet. Cakes: Using a thin wooden skewer or a piece of raw spaghetti, pierce the cake in the center - the
skewer should come out clean. Biscuits: For a softer, chewy cookie, bake until the cookies just start to brown. Yeast bread: Bread that is fully cooked will make a hollow sound when you hit the bottom. When done, immediately remove the bread from the pan and allow to cool. Pictured is Recipe: Peanut Butter Swirl Cake 12 of 13 Smart
Slicing Techniques Wait until cakes, bar cookies, and cakes have cooled completely before cutting. To cleanly cut cakes, bar cookies, cakes and pies, keep a tall glass of warm water and a clean towel nearby. After each slice, dip the knife into warm water and dry on either side of the blade with one firm towel napkin. This will prevent the
knife from sticking or tearing the dessert. Special tips for ... Cake: To cut the cakes neatly (and allow yourself to trim off the edges), flip the pan over a chopped board, remove the cakes, then cut into squares while upside down. Cakes: To slice the cuts layer, use a long, thin-cut knife in a gently sawing motion. To slice fluffy cakes like
angel food cake, use a serrated knife and saw very gently to avoid smushing crumbs. Photo Recipe: Lemon Layer Cake Video Tips: How to Cut Cakes 13 of 13 Storage Your Air Masterpieces is the enemy when it comes to effective saving of baked goods. Make sure to wrap and cover with care - incorrectly wrapped homemade baked
goods will go stale quickly. Special tips for ... Cake and bar cookies: Wrap securely with plastic wrap and then a second time with aluminum foil. Cakes: The correct cake plate with a lid or cake carrier should be used when storing cakes, matte or not. Biscuits: Plastic storage containers with tight-fitting lids are best suited for cookies. Do
not store crispy and soft cookies in one container - soft cookies will soften the crispy cookies. Keeping soft cookies with a slice of bread will help keep them soft. (Change a slice of bread every other day.) Photo Recipe: Outrageous Chocolate Cookie Cookies ez bake oven recipes from scratch. ez bake oven recipes cake mix
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